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Discover and Use Your Skills and Civil Courage

Dealing with abuse and discrimination
- Local events part of the Courage Project ToolBox Piloting -

Organizing Partner: CREFOP



Why - Key Goals 

Practice
Experiment and 

simulate actions and 
initiatives to enhance 

civic courage

Awareness
Raise awareness on 
the importance of 
civic courage for 

enhancing the quality 
of life and the 
prospects of 

individual and society 
wellbeing

Inspiration
Provide inspiration 
and motivation on 

the importance and 
availability of easy, 

yet impactful 
individual and 

community actions; 

Pilot
Test creative non-

formal training 
instruments aimed at 
building civic courage



What – Showcase Workshops

• Short intro lecture on the importance of building and 
manifesting civic courage

• Simulation of Civic Courage building tools
• Reflection and discussion on the experience 

Interactive workshops covering:

• On Mobbing and bullying: Training tool «Dummy»
• On « Social discrimination of groups and individuals»: 

Training tool «And they are us», as well the tool 
«Dis(ability)»

• On Empowerment for civil courage - Basic of & 
introduction»: Tool «Involved Person»

• On «Empowerment for civil courage through the group»: 
tool «Spider web».

5 Civic Courage tools showcase 
including: 



Who – Workshops 
Target Group

u Direct Target Group: Trainers, 
educators, counsellors and other 
staff working with disadvantage 
groups who could gain first-hand 
experience using the tools and 
adapt them further to various 
context and training situations 

u Indirect Target Group:
representatives of the 
disadvantaged groups that might be 
subject to situation of abuse and 
discrimination and who are in fact 
representatives of the final target 
group addressed by the project 



Approach – Empathy 
and interaction

u Create comfort to the audience by providing 
enough background, discussing the importance of 
civic courage and ensuring at all times the 
participants they don’t need to reveal any 
personal sensitive information, but encouraging 
them to share any relevant personal experience 
or impression if they feel comfortable in doing 
so. 

u Allocated enough time to cover questions and 
detailed instructions, as well as additional time 
to carry the respective activities

u Warm presence of the trainer, the icebreaking 
exercises and the whole hearted participation of 
all those presentSource: Freepick.com



Workshop 1: Piloting 
“Dis(ability)” 

u Location: Radeni / Vaslui – outdoor

u Group: 10 participants

u Participants’ profile: adults from rural areas, 
low education level

u Objective: Acknowledge and understand the 
difficulties faced by disabled persons even in the 
situations that otherwise be taken for granted by 
regular people.



Workshop 2: 
Piloting “Dummy” 

u Locatie: Ormenis / Brasov –
indoor

u Grup: 10 participants

u Profile: Young adults from rural 
areas, including Roma community

u Objective: Raising the awareness 
on the impact of bullying and 
motivating civic courage to address 
situations when such behaviors 
occurs.



Workshop 3: Piloting 
“Spiderweb” 

u Location: Radeni / Vaslui - indoor

u Group: 10 participants

u Profile: Adults from rural area, low 
education 

u Objective: Debate a case and identify the 
means through which individuals can engage 
the community to support a civic initiative 



Workshop 4: “And 
they are us”

u Location: Ormenis / Brasov– indoor
u Group: 12 participants
u Profile: Adults from rural areas, 

low education level, including from 
Roma community

u Objective: Become aware of the 
barriers in social and professional 
integration of people from vulnerable 
groups and empathise with the 
situation of people facing biases and 
discrimination, discoverways to 
overcome these issues 



Workshop 5: “Person involved” 

u Location: Radeni / Vaslui – indoor and outdoor

u Group: 10 participants

u Profile: Young adults from rural areas, low 
education level, including from Roma community

u Objective: Sensitize participants on the various 
behaviour possibilities and also the impressions and 
feelings the different persons involved have in 
emergency situation requiring civil courage. 
Emphatise and understand there are no panacea how 
to (re)act in such situations and that a change of 
perspectives may be helpful. 

Source: Psychology Today



Feedback & Insights 

The topic, thematic approach and the 
interaction during the workshops 
captured the interest of the 
participants. 

The instruments were perceived as 
explicit and easy to implement, making 
the awarenss and learning process 
efficient. 

Participants pointed out the emotional 
impact and the effectiveness of the 
tools in raising awareness on human 
rights and civic issues, as well as on 
increasing self-confidence that each 
and everyone has means and abilities 
to defend himself / herself. Areness

Trainers ffelt it was a good opportunity 
to get familiar and gain comfort in 
using the instruments.



Testimonials

u “ The workshop was more interesting than I thought initially. I started skeptical and the 
idea of playing with a string felt initially strange, but I was amazed to see how strong 
the Spiderweb was at the begging just using our own real life like examples of people 
we can include to support an initiative”. (Young woman, Spiderweb Workshop)

u “ Even though I have relatives in the Roma community, simulating the debate on hiring 
or not a Roma ethnic woman as a teacher to my children made me realized even myself 
I do have biases on Roma community.” (Young Roma father, And they are us Workshop)

u “The feeling of insecurity I had walking around blind folded and and the relief I felt 
knowing that there was someone around to help me were an experience I will never 
forget. I am so grateful for my eyes and I will never complain about how hard my life 
is.” (Woman, Dis(ability) Workshop)

u “Seeing the Dummy destroyed broke my heart. It felt almost he was human, one of my 
friends and I wanted to help and protect him”. (Young man, “Dummy Workshop)



Impact – Awareness and 
motivation 

u Reflection sessions at the end of the workshop 
provided useful feedback on the training format, 
but above all showed the increased awareness 
among participants on the incidence in the daily life 
of various situations that require civic support and 
courage. 

u The training proved a safe space for participants to 
share personal concerns and experience 
acknowledging situations when in fact they were 
themselves victims or passive witness

u Participants appeared engaged and motivated to 
stay alert and speak-up against abuse and 
discrimination. 

u For the trainers and staff, the workshops proved 
useful in adjusting instructions, timing and 
assistance needed to generate maximum impact 

Source: Convivium website



Impact – long lasting results expected

One Flower Alone will not Bring the Spring Upon…but we expect:

u Participants: will further engage more in civic situations and will 
speak up more for themselves and others 

u Trainers: will be further inspired and motivated to increase the 
dynamism and effectiveness of non formal training using 
interactive workshops

u Project Outcomes: the deliverables will prove useful to the 
trainers and counsellors and might be further adapted to fit other 
topics and non formal training situations for various beneficiaries, 
increasing the impact of the project overall 



Thank you!
Stay Safe!

Stay Brave!


